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Question On Wikipedia, under “Cult (religious practice)” it states 

in the first few lines “In traditional usage, the cult of a 

religion, quite apart from its sacred writings 

("scriptures"), its theology or myths, or the personal 
faith of its believers, is the totality of external religious 

practice and observance, the neglect of which is the 

definition of impiety. Cult in this primary sense is 
literally the "care" (Latin cultus) owed to the god and 

the shrine.” 

 

Are you setting up a new religion? 

Response By Jesus 

Response Date 13th November 2012 

Location Wilkesdale, Queensland, Australia 
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General: To read documents, listen to audios, or watch videos of this, other FAQ's or 
other recordings, visit the http://www.divinetruth.com website. 

Videos: To watch videos on the internet, visit the Divine Truth FAQ YouTube channel 
and the Divine Truth Main YouTube channel (links available on the website). 

Sync Service: To obtain constantly updated copies of all documents, audios, and videos, use 

the Automatic Data Synchronization Services from the website Gifts section. 

 

 

Answer 
 
Definitely not! I have no desire to set up a new religion. The main reason I have no 

desire to set up a new religion is that I believe that almost every religion that’s ever 

been set up on this planet has been the ideas of men and how those men believe God 
wants to be worshipped. As I’ve already stated in other questions, I don’t believe God 

needs our worship. God desires our love and a relationship with us and for that reason 

God does not need our worship. God does not need a religious practice in order to be 

validated. 

 

I feel quite strongly that there is no need to set up another religion. We need to have 

every single organisation on this planet come into more harmony with love and that 
includes every single religious organisation, because there are many religious 

organisations on this planet that are completely out of harmony with love and 
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completely out of harmony with ethical behaviour towards other people. We need to 
bring each religion into harmony with love and ethical behaviour. 

 

The golden rule, if you like, that I taught in the 1st century: unless we are willing to 

treat other people how we would like to be treated, it’s really impossible for a religion to 

have any benefit at all. Now a person can go on practising their religious practice if they 

want to, but they must come to understand at some point that these practices have all 
been defined by other people, usually other men, sometimes other women and these 

particular practices have no bearing on a person’s relationship with God. I feel quite 

strongly that we need to change this and start seeing that love is the thing God is 

concerned about, not religious practice based around some kind of definition of 
humanity. 


